A novel mechanism for endothelial progenitor cells homing: The SDF-1/CXCR4-Rac pathway may regulate endothelial progenitor cells homing through cellular polarization.
The term "homing" describes the migration of circulating stem/progenitor cells into a target tissue. Mobilization of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) and regulation of their homing to ischemic tissues has become a novel therapy for accelerating endothelial repair in ischemic heart disease. However, the mechanisms for EPCs' directional migration and homing remain uncertain. Migrating cells, including EPCs, are characterized by their cellular polarity and polarity change (polarization). Polarization is a critical first step for cellular direction modulation by which cells form the "directing edge" and move towards chemokines during cell mobilization. In the process, Rac proteins act a crucial regulation proteins, also named as "compass" protein, which play an essential role in manipulation intracellular signaling of cells responsible for migration and homing. It is also well established that stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1), mediates trafficking and homing of EPCs to injury microenvironment. We hypothesize that SDF-1 maybe directs EPCs homing through a novel pathway. In this way, SDF-1α changes EPCs' polarity through activating SDF-1/CXCR4 axis downstream Rac GTPases and thus regulates their migration and homing. By revealing the intrinsic relation of SDF-1α and Rac and underlying mechanism on EPCs' homing, a new target to regulate EPCs' homing can be found.